Christmas Carnival

Featuring fabrics by Christine Graf
Stockings Finished size: 9 1/2" x 23", Tree Skirts Finished size: 31 1/2" x 31 1/2"
Design by Stephanie Sims for Clothworks

www.clothworkstextiles.com

info@clothworkstextiles.com

Christmas Carnival
Tree Skirt Pattern

Fabrics from the Christmas Carnival collection by Christine Graf for Clothworks

Not For Resale

Directions

Materials

Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates: www.clothworkstextiles.com.

Yardages based on 42" wide fabric

The instructions are written for the Red Skirt. If you prefer to make the Purple Skirt, please use the
instructions in parenthesis.

Red Skirt
1/4 yard Green Plaid (Y0286-2)
2/3 yard Green Ornament Toss
(Y0288-2)
1/4 yard Red Star (Y0290-1)
1 yard Red Dot (Y0291-1)
1/8 yard Green Dot (Y0291-2)
1 yard Backing of your choice

Center Star
1.
Measure the seam lines at each point of the triangles and place
a mark on the wrong side where the seam lines cross each other.
This is the point that you will start and stop each seam remembering to backstitch each time. Repeat on the diamond shapes.
Diagram 1
2.
With right sides together place a Red Dot (Gold Dot) diamond and a Green Dot (Purple Dot) diamond together matching two of the marks. Sew the seam starting and stopping at
the marks, press. Diagram 2
3.
Next place a Green Plaid (Red Star) triangle in the “V” of
the unit you just created in step 2 and match the marks on
one side. Sew the seam starting and stopping at the
marks. Repeat on the other side of the “V”.
Diagram 3
4.
Repeat steps 2 and 3 to create four units. Make sure
the Red Dot (Gold Dot) diamond is always on the
same side.
5.
Sew two of these units together to make a half-star
unit and press. Then sew the two half stars together
to complete the star and press. Remember to start
and stop at the marks.
6.
Sew a Green Plaid (Red Star) triangle to a Red Star (Green
Dot) triangle to make a half-square triangle. Repeat to
make four half-triangle squares.
7.
Sew a half-square triangle square in the remaining V’s of
the star you made in step 5, starting and stopping at your
marks, press.

Purple Skirt
2/3 yard Multi-Color (Y0289-1)
1/4 yards Red Star (Y0290-1)
1/4 yard Green Dot (Y0291-2)
1 yard Purple Dot (Y0291-4)
1/8 yard Gold Dot (Y0291-5)
1 yard Backing of your choice

Cut the Fabrics
WOF = Width of Fabric
LOF = Length of Fabric
Red Skirt
From the Green Plaid cut:

4 - 5½" squares cut once diagonally

From the Green Ornament Toss cut:
24 - diamonds from template provided

From the Red Star cut:

4 - 5½" squares cut once diagonally

From the Red Dot cut:

8 - 5½" squares cut once diagonally
4 - diamonds from template provided
170"- 21/2" wide bias strips (binding)

From the Green Dot cut:

4 - diamonds from template provided

Purple Skirt
From the Multi-Color cut:

24 - diamonds from template provided

From the Red Star cut:

4 - 5½" squares cut once diagonally

From the Green Dot cut:

4 - 5½" squares cut once diagonally

From the Purple Dot cut:

8 - 5½" squares cut once diagonally
4 - diamonds from template provided
170"- 21/2” wide bias strips (binding)

From the Gold Dot cut:

4 - diamonds from template provided
While every attempt has been made to
give accurate measurements, yardage
requirements, and construction directions,
this does not allow for personal variations
in measuring, cutting and/or sewing.
Clothworks is not responsible for printing
errors.

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

Border
Diagram
1.
Sew two Green Ornament Toss (Multi-Color) diamonds
together in the same manner as you did above. Then add
a Red Dot (Purple Dot) triangle to the V of each unit. Repeat to make
eight.
2.
Referring to the diagram, sew two of these units together and press.
Then add the Red Star (Green Dot) triangle to the V. Diagram 4
3.
Next add a Green Ornament Toss diamond to each end of the strip
you are making and press. Then add a Red Dot triangle to each of the
V’s. Diagram 5
4
Repeat steps 1-3 to create a total of four.
5.
Sew one of these units to the right and left side of the center star
remembering to stop at the marks. Sew the remaining units to the top
and bottom. Then sew the corner seams where the borders meet and
press.
Finishing
1.
Layer quilt top, batting and backing and quilt as desired.
2.
Center a 5" circle in the middle of the eight-point star and trace
around it. Referring to the image on the front, draw a line from the
circle to the outer edge. Carefully cut through all thicknesses up the
line to the circle and then cut around the circle.
3.
Add bias binding around the outside edge, along the cut edges and
around the circle.

4

Diagram 5

Christmas Carnival

Stocking Pattern

Materials

Directions

Yardages based on 42" wide fabric

Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates: www.clothworkstextiles.com.

Appliqué and Layering
Red Stocking
3/4 yards Red Ornament Toss (Y0288-1)
1/3 yard Red Stars (Y0290-1)
1/8 yard Green Dots (Y0291-2)

Multi-Colored Stocking
3/4 yard Multi-Color (Y0289-1)
1/3 yard Purple Dot (Y0291-4)
1/8 yard Gold Dot (Y0291-5)

Purple Stocking
3/8 yard Green Plaid (Y0286-2)
1/8 yard Green Star (Y0290-2)
1/8 yard Red Dot (Y0291-1)
3/4 yard Purple Dot (Y0291-4)

Cut the Fabrics
WOF = Width of Fabric
LOF = Length of Fabric
Red Stocking
From the Red Ornament Toss cut:

2 - stocking shapes with template provided
2 - stocking shapes with template reversed

From the Red Stars cut:

1 -4" x 14" rectangle for cuff
1 - 11/2" x 6" rectangle for tab

From the Green Dots cut:

2 - 3-3/4" x 14" rectangles for cuff

Multi-Color Stocking
From the Multi-Color cut:

2 - stocking shapes with template provided
2 - stocking shapes with template reversed

From the Purple Dot cut:

1 - 91/4" x 14" rectangle for cuff

From the Gold Dot cut:

1 - 21/4" x 14" rectangle for cuff
1 - 11/2" x 6" rectangle for tab

Purple Stocking
From the Green Plaid cut:

1.
Apply appliqué shapes to your stocking if desired. Position them at
least 5” down from the top of the stocking.
2.
Layer stocking front, batting and lining and quilt as desired. Repeat
for the back of the stocking.
3.
Place stocking front on top of back with right sides together and
sew around the outside edge, leaving the
wrong side of fabric
top open. Clip curves and turn the stocking right side out.
Cuff and Tab
right side of fabric
1.
Fold the long sides of the tab rectDiagram 1
angle edges over 1/4" to the wrong side and
press. Then fold the tab in half and stitch
close to the first folded edges. Fold the tab in half to make a loop and
place inside the stocking near the seam on the heel side. Make sure raw
edges are even and baste in place. Diagram 1
2.
For the Red cuff, sew the Green Dot rectangles right sides together
along the 14" edge and press seam open. Then sew the Red Star 3-3/4” x
14” rectangle to either 14” edge and press.
For the Purple cuff sew the Purple Dot rectangle and the Gold Dot
rectangle along the 14” edge and press.
Skip this step for the Green Plaid cuff.
3.
Fold the unit created in step 2 lengthwise with the right sides together to create a tube. Sew along the 111/2" (short) edge, press the seam
and turn right side out. Then fold the cuff with wrong sides together so that
the raw edges match and press.
4.
Place the cuff inside the stocking, right matching the raw edges and
seam. Pin in place.
5.
Stitch the cuff to the stocking top, catching the tab in the seam. Pull
the cuff out of the stocking and fold it over covering the top of the stocking
and exposing the tab.
Full size templates. Add
seam allowance
if using for hand
The stocking template
appliqué.
will need to be increased by 400%.

1 - 111/2" x 14" rectangle for cuff
1 - 11/2" x 6" rectangle for tab

From the Green Star cut:

2 - holly leaves from template provided

From the Red Dot cut:

3 - holly berries from template
provided

From the Purple Dot cut:

2 - stocking shapes with template provided
2 - stocking shapes with template reversed

While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and construction
directions, this does not allow for personal variations in measuring, cutting and/or sewing. Clothworks is not
responsible for printing errors.

